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A “Bass Ackwards” Look at the Articles of Faith 
By John Crane 

 

The Articles of Faith is a generally accepted statement of belief among all the Restoration churches. Joseph 

Smith originally wrote 14 articles, but I'm sticking with 13 in this article as they are the most familiar to 

most people. 

 

Let me take a slight tangent here. I like the number thirteen. It has always been lucky for me. In Hebrew, 

the letters are also numbers, and each word is a number obtained by adding up its letters. If two words have 

the same number, then the words are related. This has been shown time and time again to be true. Take for 

instance the number thirteen: the Hebrew word AChD unity (1+8+4) = 13 and the word AHBH love 

(1+5+2+5) = 13. Christ and His 12 apostles make 13. This number is also sacred to the Mayas. 

 

Whether or not you believe in numerology, you have to admit that that when we look at old things in a new 

way, we can sometimes discover new concepts and new relationships between ideas. I tried this once by 

reciting the Articles of Faith backwards and discovered a logical progression from one to the other. They 

progress from the most basic and mundane to the most spiritual.  

 

Here is a quick summary of the Gospel and the plan of salvation as understood by many LDS people. They 

usually think more in terms of compartments or different worlds (pre-existence, earth, spirit world, spirit 

prison, outer darkness, three degrees of glory, divisions within the Celestial Kingdom, etc). We seem to be 

more concerned with where we are going than with what we should know and do in the here and now. In 

short: don't confuse the PLANET of salvation with the PLAN of salvation. 

 

13. We believe in being honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to all men; in-

deed, we may say that we follow the admonition of Paul--We believe all things, we hope all things, we 

have endured many things, and hope to be able to endure all things. If there is anything virtuous, 

lovely, or of good report or praiseworthy, we seek after these things. 

 

Honesty is the beginning of all things. God can't work with us unless we are honest with ourselves, with 

our spouses, and our fellow men and women. 

 

We need a sense of humility and an honest evaluation of who we are and where we stand. Earth's creation 

took six days. Our own personal development could be termed our six days of spiritual creation. What day 

are you on? There is no shame is being a day 1 person. However, if you think you are on day 6 when you 

are really on day one you are deceiving yourself. Jacob, the brother of Nephi in the Book of Mormon taught 

that in order to come to God, we must cast away all our pretentions of knowledge and our reliance on 

knowledge of the flesh. We must cast these things aside and consider ourselves fools before God. This is 

the starting point for gaining true knowledge – of our nature and of the nature of God. 

 

Christ condemned the sin of hypocrisy more than any other. What is hypocrisy? Hypocrisy is not judgment. 

The word hypocrisy means "playacting". Hypocrisy is pretending to be one thing and actually being some-

thing else. Jesus could work with all other sinners. He could accept them for who and what they were. And, 

more important, the people could accept themselves for who and what they were, and let Jesus raise them 

to a higher level of knowledge and righteousness. The hypocrites had so much ego and energy invested in a 

certain identity that they couldn’t change or grow. 

 

When Christ called Nathaniel to his side as a disciple, He stated: “Behold an Israelite in whom there is no 

guile.” The original Greek word here means "deceit". Apparently for Jesus to find an honest man who was 

not deceitful was so rare that He had to cry out in exclamation. 

 

12. We believe in being subject to kings, presidents, rulers, and magistrates, in obeying, honoring, 

and sustaining the law. 
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The scriptures teach us to keep the laws of the land, for he that keeps the laws of God has no need to break 

the laws of the land. And also to be subject to the powers that be until He reigns whose right it is to reign. 

 

What are laws other than the covenants (or agreements) that society had agreed to obey? If we are going to 

be a member of this society, and if we are going to be honest, then we must obey the laws of society even 

while we seek to change the existing laws. 

 

11. We claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God according to the dictates of our own con-

science, and allow all men the same privilege. Let them worship how, where, or what they may. 

 

I find it surprising that one’s conscience would dictate to a person that they must return to the same place 

with the same people week after week. Follow the same program week after week. Speak the same words 

week after week. Think the same thoughts week after week. Jesus said we must worship God in “spirit and 

truth”. Rather than a fixed ceremony, worship should be a spontaneous outburst of gratitude, praise, and 

acknowledgement. It should come from within the individual or a group, not a ritualistic order of perfor-

mances imposed by an outside institution. True worship should also involve communication. One-way 

communication is not communication at all. Communication should be two-way. We should pray and listen 

to the answer. 

 

The book of Moroni describes the worship practices in the ancient Christian church in the Americas. The 

people would gather once a week to sing, to speak, to pray, to speak with one another concerning the wel-

fare of their souls, or to do whatever the Spirit directed. There was no fixed ceremony. This form of wor-

ship puts a lot of responsibility on individual members. When people came to church in those days, they 

had the responsibility to prepare and to contribute, not just sit and hibernate in a pew for a couple of hours, 

then go home. 

 

We say we allow all men the same privilege of worshipping God according to the dictates of their own con-

science. We need to realize that ultimately, when you take away the names and labels and get rid of all the 

pomp and circumstance, the outward trappings, we as individual people, all worship more or less the same 

God. The principles of salvation are the same even though the practices may be differently suited to differ-

ent times and cultures. 

 

10. We believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the restoration of the Ten Tribes; that Zion 

(the New Jerusalem) will be built upon the American continent; that Christ will reign personally up-

on the earth; and, that the earth will be renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory. 

     

Joseph Smith, in an address to the Twelve, said that we ought to have the building up of Zion as our great-

est object. We need to realize that the Church is a temporary institution - a schoolmaster to teach us how to 

be a Zion people. A church is only as effective as it is able to accomplish this. A church is never supposed 

to be an end in itself. 

 

If our greatest object is to build Zion, we need to start working toward this goal. We need to start preparing 

ourselves as individuals and as families to become a Zion people. 

 

People often refer to Utah as Zion, or to the Mormon Church as Zion. This is pure chauvinism. At best, this 

is empty boasting. At worst, this is a placebo designed to convince people that they already have Zion, 

when in actuality, nothing could be further from the truth. Here are some personal observations and some 

scriptural quotes, which describe what Zion really is. 

 

“And there shall be mine abode, and it shall be Zion, which shall come forth out of all the creations which I 

have made; and for the space of a thousand years the earth shall rest.” (Moses 7:64) 

 

Zion will be made of up all creations under heaven (all peoples). The motto on the US currency is “E 

PLURUBUS UNUM” - "from many, one" or "unity out of diversity". 
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“And the Lord called his people ZION, because they were of one heart and one mind, and dwelt in right-

eousness; and there was no poor among them.” (Moses 7:18) 

 

“And Enoch continued his preaching in righteousness unto the people of God. And it came to pass in his 

days, that he built a city that was called the City of Holiness, even ZION.” (Moses 7:19) 

 

Zion will be both a PEOPLE and a CITY. Today we can create Zion as an ATTITUDE. We can form Zion 

in our hearts. We need to develop the attitude of one heart (love) and one mind (unity) while at the same 

time retaining our individual identity and power of choice. 

 

I know of a lady who had a revelation that said that in the City of Enoch - the Zion of that day – everyone 

was sealed together as one big family. If this was the case, I am sure that this feeling of unity and together-

ness and the desire to join together actually originated in the hearts and minds of the people, and the out-

ward sealing was simply an acknowledgement of this. 

 

One of the biggest challenges we face is the question of unity vs. individuality. How can we be of one heart 

and one mind, yet retain our individual personalities, freedoms, and preferences? This is an issue, which 

has split up many a family and many an organization. The closest thing we now have to Zion right now is 

our families: our spouses and children, and this is a good laboratory to learn how to reconcile these seem-

ingly conflicting goals. Just how we can accomplish this is beyond the scope of this article, but suffice it to 

say that societies such as this have existed in the past. The Book of Mormon teaches how our natures can 

be changed, and how we can develop unity and love by yielding to the enticings of the Holy Spirit. 

 

We often overlook the phrase in this article of faith, which states that “the earth shall be renewed”. D&C 63 

tells us that Peter, James, and John were shown the pattern by which the earth would be transfigured. Nephi 

teaches us that Satan will be bound because of the righteousness of the people. Since God has given the 

knowledge of transforming the earth to His servants, we can assume that the earth will also be transformed 

because of the righteousness of the people, when they are prepared, and when the proper Priesthood author-

ity is exercised. 

 

9. We believe all that God has revealed, all that He does now reveal, and we believe that He will yet 

reveal many great and important things pertaining to the Kingdom of God. 

 

To prepare for the establishment of Zion, we need continual, ongoing revelation from God. Contrary to 

popular opinion the restoration did not begin and end with Joseph Smith. God has yet to reveal many great 

and important things pertaining to what? The church? No, the Kingdom of God. Early day leaders of the 

Church understood that the Church and the Kingdom were not synonymous. It is easy to show this from 

numerous passages in the Doctrine and Covenants. It is also easier to prove from the scriptures that Jesus 

Christ, in the Meridian of Time, established a Kingdom, than it is to prove He established a church. 

 

So, the important thing to keep in mind is that we don’t know it all and there is much to be revealed in the 

future. Even the revelations given to Joseph Smith state that the restoration is not complete, and they place 

limits on the Priesthood keys and authority given to him and to the Church. See my article “The Redemp-

tion of Zion” for more details.  

 

This article of faith was written in the 1840's, long after the priesthood had been “restored”, according to 

popular accounts. John the Baptist came in 1829; Peter, James, and John came in 1829-1830 (Isn’t it 

strange that we don’t have better documentation to support the re-establishment of the Holy Priesthood of 

God?). Moses, Elias, and Elijah came in 1836, yet Joseph Smith states that God will yet reveal many great 

and important things. Note also that the things to be revealed pertain to the Kingdom, not to the Church. 

This raises many questions: Why not the Church? Will the Church cease to be an important factor? Would 

the Church even listen if God tried to reveal something? Has God stopped revealing things to the Church? 

If so, when did this occur? Who or what is the Kingdom, if the Church and Kingdom are separate? 

 

The restoration won't be complete until Zion is once again established on the earth when the Lord brings up 

Zion from below and brings down Zion from above. “The Lord hath redeemed his people; And Satan is 
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bound and time is no longer. The Lord hath gathered all things in one. The Lord hath brought down Zion 

from above. The Lord hath brought up Zion from beneath.”(D & C 84:100.) 

 

8. We believe the Bible to be the word of God as far as it is translated correctly; we also believe the 

Book of Mormon to be the word of God.  

 

These books are treasure troves. We ought to read all good books, but we need to especially go back to 

these books time and again. The Lord states that these books contain the “fullness of the everlasting Gos-

pel” (D&C 27:5). He also tells us that He won't reveal the fullness of certain other records  (9th Article of 

Faith) until we believe and understand these works (see Ether). When you study these books, ignore what 

you’ve been taught before. Don’t read the marginal notes; they only tell you what to think. Get rid of your 

preconceived ideas and read these books as if you were reading them for the first time. Ask God to reveal 

the truth of these writings to you. 

 

7. We believe in the gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation, visions, healing, interpretation of tongues, 

and so forth. 

 

The priesthood as it works in the body of believers or within the Church is a practical channel for the gifts 

of the Spirit to flow. The Spirit does not flow from us, nor does it flow to us. We can only effectively use 

the Gifts of the Spirit when they flow through us. We are a channel for the blessings and power of God to 

flow from God, through us to others. This is what is meant to “glorify God”, or to worship God. This is all 

Christ did. He came in the Father’s Name, teaching what the Father taught him, doing the works the Father 

did before Him, and thus glorifying His Father in Heaven. The Holy Ghost works by the same principle. 

The Holy Ghost partakes of the nature and knowledge of God and is available to channel this through us, if 

we are in tune and allow ourselves to be used in this manner. 

 

When we grieve the Spirit by denying these gifts (Moroni), or by boasting of them, or by using them to get 

gain, or by wielding them to obtain unrighteous dominion (D & C 121), or neglect to use them in our teach-

ing (D&C 50), the heavens grieve with us, and the Holy Ghost quietly withdraws her gifts. 

 

Yes, I said HER. The Hebrews believed that the Spirit or the Presence of the Lord was a female, mothering, 

or nurturing entity. Traditionally, the woman of the Jewish house is the one to offer the prayer, which in-

vites the Presence of the Lord into the home at the beginning of the Sabbath celebration. Sbekhinah, as she 

is called is also believed to hover over the marriage bed and blesses the union.  Personally, I believe that 

the Holy Ghost is our Heavenly Mother, or stated another way, performs the function or office of a heav-

enly mother. The reason why I do not pray to a Mother in Heaven (although She is heavenly) is because I 

do not believe that She is in heaven. She is where every good mother should be - with her children, here on 

the earth. 

 

The Proverbs in the Bible speak of Wisdom and personify her as an individual who was the first creation of 

God in the heavens. The Gnostic Christians called her Sophia – wisdom. The Holy Ghost is the comforter 

that Jesus left us, and promised would abide with us and teach us all things. Instead of praying to Her, I 

honor Her by listening to Her still small voice as She teaches me how to pray (Romans 8) - how to impor-

tune our Father, and how to receive answers. 

 

Consider these quotations from a book called Zohar, a medieval Kabalistic writing. 

 
“We possess part of God’s own being: His feminine half; this is the ultimate guarantee. Cf. Zobar 
Hadash, Shir ba-Shirim 65b: ’Come and see: The Blessed Holy One placed His Sbekhinah among Israel 
to sit over them like a mother over her children and to protect them on every side. As long as the Holy 
Mother sits over them, the Blessed Holy One comes to dwell with them because He never leaves Her. 
All supreme love is directed toward Her. Therefore He gave Her as a pledge in the midst of Israel, to 
make it known that He will never forget them or leave them. Why? Because that pledge is in their 
midst.’” 

 

“A parable: 
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One person loved another, and said 

‘My love for you is so high I want to live with you!’ 

The other said, ‘How can I be sure that you will stay with me?’ 

So he took all his most precious belongings 

and brought them to the other, saying 

‘Here is a pledge to you that I will never part from you.’” 

 

6. We believe in the same organization that existed in the Primitive Church, namely, apostles, proph-

ets, pastors, teachers, evangelists, and so forth. 

 

Again this is the organization for administering the gifts of the Spirit and for channeling them out in an 

organized effort. The various functions of offices within the Priesthood (presiding, blessing, teaching, testi-

fying, administering ordinances, administering to material needs) all show forth the differences in admin-

istration of the Spirit. 

 

The organization administers (or delivers) the gospel, but the organization is not the gospel. I don't believe 

in "salvation by organization". I could set up a hospital and call some doctors, some nurses, some special-

ists, and some lab technicians. I could visit all the hospitals and watch all the reruns of St. Elsewhere and 

copy everything I saw. However, nobody in his right mind would come to this hospital expecting to get 

better unless all my people were trained, licensed, and experienced professionals. Claiming to be a doctor 

doesn't make you a doctor, any more than calling yourself an apostle makes you an apostle. A doctor ad-

ministers medicine to the end that the patient gets better. An apostle administers salvation acting for and in 

behalf of Jesus Christ to the end that people receive salvation. “The Apostleship, whenever it is upon the 

earth, possesses the right and privilege of constant communion with the Savior of the world and thereby 

knows how to mete out salvation to all men; and there is no other office, independent of this, that holds this 

right, or can exercise this power.” (Millennial Star 14:690). Salvation isn't just an abstract concept of some-

thing that happens in the sweet bye and bye. It is real it is something that happens now. It is something that 

changes peoples’ lives. 

 

In the medical world, the government imposes all kind of standards to protect the public from quacks and 

diploma mills. In the world of religion, how can we tell if somebody is a true messenger of God? The en-

dowment ceremony proposes two sets of tests. Satan wanted to test the apostles by having them perform a 

great miracle in the sight of all the people. When Adam and Eve questioned the authenticity of the apostles, 

Peter, James, and John invited Adam and Eve to use the test, which God showed them. The Apostles then 

showed them the outward signs by which they could recognize true servants sent from Father. 

 

An outward sign or token is not enough to ensure proper recognition and could be easily faked by an im-

postor. Taking the endowment as a symbolic message we must learn to look beyond the symbols and see 

the real message behind the symbols. In D&C 18, the Lord commissions the Three Witnesses to search out 

and find the Twelve Apostles. The Lord tells us, in this passage, how to recognize true Apostles: "And by 

their desires and their works you shall know them." 

 

Further in 18:27: 

 

"Yea, even twelve; and the Twelve shall be my disciples, and they shall take upon them my name; 

and the Twelve are they who shall desire to take upon them my name with full purpose of heart." 

 

How can we know someone’s “desires and works”? The same way the Lord expected Oliver Cowdery and 

the other two witnesses to know it, by the whisperings of the Spirit. (See D&C 18:18.) 

 

"Ask the Father in my name, in faith believing that you shall receive,  and you shall have the Holy 

Ghost, which manifesteth all things which are expedient unto the children of men." 

 

5. We believe that a man must be called of God, by prophecy, and by the laying on of hands by those 

who are in authority, to preach the Gospel and administer in the ordinances thereof.  
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Those who truly have Priesthood keys can not only legally administer them, but they can teach about keys 

and covenants. Elijah was promised to come and reveal the priesthood and teach the ancient covenants. 

Because Christ held certain keys of knowledge, He was able to teach the two disciples journeying together 

to Emaus. He opened the scriptures and taught the disciples things they had never heard or considered be-

fore yet they were right under their noses in their own scriptures. He was able to do this because he held 

those keys. 

 

The efficacy of ordinances performed in our behalf depends on our faith in the one performing the ordi-

nance. We need assurance that the person is called of God and has the necessary authority. 

 

If a person comes to you claiming to possess certain keys, but cannot even clearly explain what these keys 

are or teach you how to use them or explain how they relate to the rest of the Restoration, much less to the 

total world around us, what kind of keys do they really have? How much authority can they legally lay 

claim do? And how much faith should we lay upon them to lead us along the road to salvation? 

 

4. We believe that the first principles and ordinances of the Gospel are: first, Faith in the Lord Jesus 

Christ; second, Repentance; third, Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins; fourth, Laying on 

of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. 

 

These are not only FIRST principles and ordinances, they are principles we should practice continually. 

They are very simple yet very advanced principles, and are the essence of every phase of the Gospel. 

 

A wise man builds his house on ROCK not on SAND. These principles and ordinances are the four founda-

tion stones of the Gospel, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief cornerstone. 

 

The first principle is not just faith. It is faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. The New Testament uses faith in 

two ways. Paul used it as a noun. John used it as a verb. But since English has no direct verb form of this 

word, it is rendered "to believe", a much weaker form of the action word which the Greek uses. To John, 

"faithing" was a positive action. James makes the distinction clear: "Show me your faith without your 

works, and I will show you my faith BY my works." Salvation comes by faith, not dead works. Showing 

forth works does not prove faith, but is evidence that faith may be present. Somebody can have works 

without faith, but if somebody claims to have faith, then the works must be present because they are the 

fruit of faith. If a man say he loves God (has faith) and does not keep His commandments, then he is a liar 

and the truth is not in him. (1 John.) 

 

Repentance means to choose again or to turn again. We need to repent and improve every day of our lives. 

The atonement makes this ongoing experience possible. 

 

Baptism is an outward sign of inward faith and repentance. (D&C 20). We need to continually renew our 

individual covenants with the Lord. We promise to take His Name upon us and keep His commandments, 

and He promises eternal life and that His Spirit will always be with us. (See the baptismal covenant in Mo-

siah 18 in the Book of Mormon.)  

 

In the LDS Church, the ordinance of laying on of hands following baptism performs two functions: (1) We 

are confirmed a member of the Church, and (2) We are commanded by Priesthood authority to receive the 

Gift of the Holy Ghost. The second function is described in this article of faith. The first function is not. 

 

To truly receive the Gift of Holy Ghost, we need to listen to it, and live by every word from the mouth of 

God. Nephi (in 2 Nephi 31, 32) teaches that after we have received the Holy Ghost, that this is not the end-

all be-all. We must continue to feast on the words of Christ as we receive them from the scriptures, from 

the teachings of others, and most importantly, for the specific instructions and commandments delivered to 

us through the Spirit. We often neglect this exercise as the peril of our salvation and eternal progression, 

even though Nephi laments the fact that he had made his point as plain as words can be. 
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3. We believe that through the Atonement of Christ, all mankind may be saved, by obedience to the 

laws and ordinances of the Gospel. 

 

The atonement is two-way covenant between an individual and the Lord. Think about it! We can deal with 

God on a one-to-one equal basis. There is no gatekeeper; there is no middleman. We are equal partners in 

working out our own salvation. Christ has provided the atonement. Our part is to accept it, and actively 

exercise faith in it. (This is not mere belief. See definition of faith in Article 4, above.) 

 

Joseph Smith taught that salvation is for a man to triumph over all his enemies. Salvation consists in fol-

lowing Christ's example. We are saved no faster than we gain knowledge. We need faith in order to obtain 

power and knowledge. We also need charity because without charity we are nothing. When we unite with a 

body of saints where all possess the same knowledge and possess charity, we develop a society with “one 

heart” (charity), and “one mind” (unity). This brings us back to the opening of this article and how the 

number 13 relates to these to two words, and to the description of a Zion society in Article 10. 

 

Joseph Smith said that being born again comes by the Spirit of God through ordinances. The laws and ordi-

nances are only MEANS to another MEANS. They lead us to increased faith and charity. Faith in turn 

leads to increased knowledge and power, which in turn lead to salvation. An ordinance is only as useful as 

does these things. Whether an ordinance actually does this depends on several things:  

 

• The nature of the ordinance 

• Our attitude while receiving it 

• Our faith in the sincerity of the person performing it 

• Our faith in the authority of the person performing it 

 

If any of the above are lacking, then the ordinance will not have the desired effect, no matter how "holy" it 

is. An ordinance is just an arbitrary practice instituted to teach something, to help us learn by DOING. 

What we should be learning is love and faith. If we do not learn these things, then we should go back to 

Article 13 and check our honesty, check Articles 5 and 6 for authority, Article 7 for the presence of the 

Holy Ghost, Article 4 for faith and repentance. This article depends on all previous articles, as taken in this 

reverse order.  

 

2. We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's transgression. 

 

Every Mormon Primary child can recite this Article of Faith. Unfortunately, we are so unknowingly 

steeped in the Catholic tradition of original sin that we really don’t understand what this article and latter-

day scriptures are really saying. To understand this article, we need to take a clear look at what Adam’s 

transgression was, what his punishment was, what our own sins are, and what the punishment is for our 

sins. 

 

Adam’s transgression was to partake of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Adam's pun-

ishment was to be shut out of the presence of God. Prior to this incident, Adam and Eve literally walked 

and talked with God. After this event they were cast out of the garden. They had no contact with God or 

even angels until “after many days”, as the temple endowment ceremony informs us. We have no idea how 

long this was, but we can guess that Adam and Eve were given plenty of time to consider what they had 

done and to repent. During the intervening time, the couple learned to deal with life in the “lone and dreary 

world”. And they offered sacrifices which, as was explained to them, were in similitude of the Great Sacri-

fice of the Savior who was to die for their sins and redeem Adam and Eve and all mankind from the effects 

of the fall. 

 

In time, Adam was redeemed from the fall and men became innocent before God again:  

 

“Every spirit of man was innocent in the beginning; and God having redeemed man from the fall, 

men became again, in their infant state, innocent before God. (D&C 93:38.) 
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The consequence of the fall is to be shut out from the presence of God. It follows then that because of the 

redemption from the fall, a free gift to all mankind, we should all have a right to enjoy the presence of God, 

here on the earth; here in the flesh.  

 

We know this is possible because there were ancient peoples in Adam’s day who walked and talked with 

God. Entire cities as well as individuals were caught up:  

 

“And Enoch and all his people walked with God, and he dwelt in the midst of Zion; and it came to 

pass that Zion was not, for God received it up into his own bosom; and from thence went forth the 

saying, ZION IS FLED.” (Moses 7:69.) 

 

“And Enoch beheld angels descending out of heaven, bearing testimony of the Father and Son; 

and the Holy Ghost fell on many, and they were caught up by the powers of heaven into Zion.” 

(Moses 7:27.) 

 

“Now this same Priesthood, which was in the beginning, shall be in the end of the world also.” 

(Moses 6:7.) 

 

If we are not today in the presence of God, walking and talking with the Savior, and communing with the 

General Assembly of the Church of the Firstborn, it is because of our OWN sins, not those of Adam. 

 

This is an important fact, which has been lost somewhere down through the ages, and is one of those 

blockbuster ideas which has been restored again: The only things separating us from the Presence of God 

right here and right now are our own personal sins and shortcomings. How to deal with our personal sins 

and shortcomings, be redeemed from the fall, and converse with Christ face to face will be discussed in 

other posts on this blog. 

 

In a revelation to the prophet of the RLDS church, the Lord stated that: “[Zion] is no nearer or farther than 

the spiritual condition of my saints justifies.” 

 

1. We believe in God, the Eternal Father, and in His Son, Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost. 

 

This article or faith does not attempt to define God; it simply asserts a belief in the three Beings who com-

prise the godhead. This leaves plenty of room for diversity of opinion and views. Almost all religions be-

lieve in some kind of god or cosmic force and try to explain god in terms of their own culture and experi-

ence. Even atheists who accept the theory of evolution have to admit that the forces driving evolution up-

ward to more complexity and diversity, tend to work in the opposite direction of the physical universe 

which tends to wind downward to a state of equilibrium and entropy. 

 

Mere belief in God is a starting point. True faith exercised toward a worthy end should eventually result in 

knowledge. Article 2 states that a direct knowledge of God is possible here in mortality. Jesus taught that it 

was eternal life to know God. 

 

Taking the concepts taught in D&C 19 and tweaking them a little: if “eternal punishment is God’s punish-

ment”, then eternal life if God’s life, or the kind or quality of life that God is living now. 

 

God is not an object to be worshipped. God is an experience to be received. To know God, you have to be 

God. When we purify ourselves, even as He is pure, we shall see him as he is. This is eternal life. 

 

Here is the Article of Faith that Joseph Smith forgot to write. Without this article, all the rest are meaning-

less. 

 

0. We believe in ourselves. 

 

The biggest lies ever taught by Satan are (1) man is a created being with no individual agency and (2) man 

is basically evil. Satan and his followers declared war on God in the pre-existence. Nobody ever said that 
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this war was over. The book of Revelation states that Satan (meaning: “the accuser”) and his followers 

were cast down to earth, and the battle continues even to this day. Even today we find churches and politi-

cal philosophies which want to force us to do “good”, while at the same time absolving us from all individ-

ual responsibility and protecting us from all the risks of life. The price of this devil’s bargain: surrender 

your freedom to the government and leave your brain on the doorstep of the church. 

 

The truth of the matter is clearly taught in the Gospel of John and in D&C 93, an extract from the sealed 

writings of John. 

 

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same 

was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without him was not anything 

made that was made.” (John 1:1-3.) 

 

This scripture tells me that not everything was created, that some things cannot be created, but whatever 

was created was created by the power of the Word of God. What could not be created? Read the following: 

 

“And now, verily I say unto you, I was in the beginning with the Father, and am the Firstborn; 

And all those who are begotten through me are partakers of the glory of the same, and are the 

church of the Firstborn. Ye were also in the beginning with the Father; that which is Spirit, even 

the Spirit of truth; And truth is knowledge of things as they are, and as they were, and as they are 

to come; And whatsoever is more or less than this is the spirit of that wicked one who was a liar 

from the beginning. … Man was also in the beginning with God. Intelligence, or the light of 

truth, was not created or made, neither indeed can be. All truth is independent in that sphere 

in which God has placed it, to act for itself, as all intelligence also; otherwise there is no existence. 

Behold, here is the agency of man, and here is the condemnation of man; because that which was 

from the beginning is plainly manifest unto them, and they receive not the light. And every man 

whose spirit receiveth not the light is under condemnation.” (D&C 93:21-32) 

 

Summary 

 

The Articles of Faith are statements of belief. The correct way to teach the Gospel is not to argue or con-

vince a person to believe, but to invite and persuade and invite a person to try it. And the most effective 

way to do this is the take the route of coming to know and love the Lord, then doing what He asks because 

of that love. The least effective way, is to demand institutional obedience to a group of men. 

 

I hope this essay will persuade you to try living the Gospel more fully. 

  


